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Retraction of a published paper from a journal is its
removal from the journal�   It is typically done after
findings of malfeasance, such as fabrication of data,
substantial plagiarism, etc�   However, in the era of
COVID-19, retractions have taken on a new �or perhaps
previously hidden� politically-driven dimension�  Papers of
high technical quality have been retracted if they question
the government-industry approach to the treatment of
COVID-19, and especially adverse effects resulting from
the COVID-19 “vaccines”�

The Website Retraction Watch has been tracking retracted
COVID-19 papers, and has identified 325 as of this
writing �early May 2023��   COVID-19 paper retractions
have been addressed in substack articles, journal articles,
and many other forums�  The retraction of our paper on
vaccinating children against COVID-19 was described in
detail in an online newsletter�

However, it is important that retractions do not become
distractions�  A paper’s retraction is the tail end of a long
multi-step process, where culling and blatant censorship
are applied at each step�  The remainder of this Op-ed will
describe the larger process of journal paper censorship,
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and will examine each of these steps that precedes the
actual retraction�

Step 1 – Funding of Research

In order for research to be published, it must be
performed�   In order to be performed, in most cases, it
will require some external support�   In the USA today,
there are three major sources of funding for biomedical
research support: the Federal Government �mainly NIH�;
Industry; Foundations�   All three were strong promoters
of the measures taken to control the COVID-19
“pandemic” and the COVID-19 “vaccines”�

In order for funds to be allocated for studies on adverse
effects of COVID-19 “vaccines”, two conditions must be
met: 1� the sponsor’s Program Manager must be willing to
fund such proposals and there need to be potential
performers willing to conduct such studies� 
Unfortunately, in the COVID-19 era, sponsoring and
performing such studies is not a career-enhancing move
for either the Program Manager or the potential
performer�   For the potential performer in particular,
careers are enhanced by publishing many papers, with
high citations, and receiving continuing grants�   For a
study that would show the extensive damage from the
COVID-19 “vaccines”, much time would be required to
find a journal willing to publish such results, with the
potential of additional time required to prevent a
retraction�   So, the incentives are not in place for such
studies to be funded or performed�
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Step 2 – Submission of Results for
Publication

For those few cases where funds are made available for
such research, or even where the research was done
without external funding, the next step is to submit the
paper for publication in a journal�  The journal Editor has
three main choices: 1� reject the paper outright; 2� accept
the submission, and send out for peer-review to reviewers
who will most probably recommend rejection; 3� accept
the submission, and send out for peer-review to reviewers
who will most probably be unbiased�

At this point, the Editor’s perspectives need to be
discussed before proceeding further�  There are a number
of stakeholders for any journal, and they will influence the
selection of the Editor�   First is the Publisher of the
journal, and they will want an Editor who advances the
interests of the Publisher�   For those journals that are
sponsored by a professional society, the society will want
an Editor who advances their interest, and especially the
interests of the main donors to the society and the
members of the society �who will typically be employed in
the discipline represented by the journal��  Because of the
strong role played by government and industry in funding
many of the publishers, many of the professional societies,
and many of those employed in the area of the journal’s
discipline, the interests of government and industry will
play a strong role in the selection of any journal Editor� 
Given the strong support of government and industry for
the measures taken to combat the “pandemic” and the
development and distribution of the COVID-19
“vaccines”, the person selected �and maintained� for the
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Editor position will most likely be a strong supporter of
the measures and “vaccines” as well �at least outwardly��

Step 3 – Response of Editor

3A – Reject Submission Outright

While I don’t have data on this, I would suspect that, in
the COVID-19 era, this is the most frequent action taken
by the Editors who don’t want to rock the boat�   There
are standard reasons they can give for rejection �e�g�, out
of scope, poor research merit, poor research approach,
etc���   Given the subjectivity of the acceptance�rejection
process, it is difficult to counter such subjective reasons� 
It minimizes wasting the time required by a peer-review
whose ending they can predict, and it minimizes the
problems they will face by a potential retraction�

3B – Send for Peer-Review to Selected Opponents of the
Paper’s Results

This action would compete with 3A in terms of
frequency�  Many Editors want to give the appearance of
objectivity, if not the substance, and therefore are willing
to spend the time and effort on a peer-review whose
results they can predict beforehand�  Most journal Editors
know many of the experts in the field, and know quite
well whom they can rely on for acceptance or rejection of
papers to be reviewed�

3C – Send for Objective Peer-Review

For those few paper submissions that are sent for an
objective peer-review based on the merits, some will be
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recommended for rejection and some for publication� 
Because of the incentives that are in place presently, it is
difficult to see how any Editor would be incentivized
materially to have such a paper published�   The only
incentives would be higher-order, such as ethical and
moral�

Step 4 – Retraction

For those few papers that have survived Steps 1-3 to get
published, they now face the hurdle of avoiding
retraction�  At this point, as the Op-ed on our retraction
showed, the Hired Guns come into play�   Much of the
underlying collusion is unknown, since it is not something
the perpetrators would want to advertise�  Typically, it is
the academics at the bottom of the chain who form the
public face of the opposition, supported by the media
�including the captive Publishers�, while the industry and
their government proxies remain hidden in the
background�   As will be seen in many reported cases of
retraction, the Publishers�Editors will use the
misinformation provided by the lowest-level Hired Guns
to justify retraction�

CONCLUSIONS

Retractions are important, and for those at the beginning
or mid-point of their careers, can be career-threatening� 
However, they are at the tail end of a long culling process,
and I would contend that most culling and censorship
occurs well before the retraction process�   I suspect the
real culling occurs at Step 1, especially for the potential
performers�   If they do not see studies on COVID-19
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“vaccines” adverse effects as career-enhancing, but rather
as career-stagnation at best, they will not propose such
studies, and eventually will not even think about ideas for
such studies�   We need to expend more effort into
exposing the dangers of steps 1-3, because focusing on
retractions will shift attention away from where the bulk
of actual censorship is occurring�
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What do you think?
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